Hagåtña

SIGHTSEEING & POINTS OF INTEREST

- SMS Cormoran Monument at U.S. Naval Cemetery
- Padre Palomo Park
- Chief Quipuha Park
- Nieves Flores Memorial Library
- Statue of Liberty
- Guam Congress Building
- Dulce Nombre de Maria Cathedral-Basilica
- Chamorro Village (I Sengsong Chamorro)
- Senator Angel Leon Guerrero Santos Memorial Park (Latte Park)
- Santo Papa as Juan Pablo Dos Monument
- Plaza de España
- San Antonio Bridge (Toalai Acho')
- Sirena the Mermaid
- Government House
- Fort Santa Agueda (Hagåtña/Bay Overlook)
- Pacific War Museum
- Governor Ricardo J. Bordallo Complex
- Latte of Freedom

Walk through time

Fina'posgun Hagåtña
Heritage Walking Trail

Adelup Point

Hagåtña

Naval Hospital

Agana Boat Basin

Paseo de Susana

Public Pool

St. John's Catholic Church

West O'Brien Drive

Herman Cortez Ave.

Paseo Puerto

Lake of Apgo

Chalan Santo PAPA

Airport on the Bay

Skinner Plaza

Hagåtña

Kilometers

0 1/4 1 1/2 3/4 1

Miles

0 1/4 1 1/2 3/4